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ABSTRACT 
With changing attitudes around knowledge, medicine, art, and tech-
nology, the human body has become a source of information and, 
ultimately, shareable and analyzable data. Centuries of illustrations 
and visualizations of the body occur within particular historical, so-
cial, and political contexts. These contexts are enmeshed in diferent 
so-called data cultures: ways that data, knowledge, and information 
are conceptualized and collected, structured and shared. In this 
work, we explore how information about the body was collected as 
well as the circulation, impact, and persuasive force of the result-
ing images. We show how mindfulness of data cultural infuences 
remain crucial for today’s designers, researchers, and consumers 
of visualizations. We conclude with a call for the feld to refect 
on how visualizations are not timeless and contextless mirrors on 
objective data, but as much a product of our time and place as the 
visualizations of the past. 

CCS CONCEPTS 
• Human-centered computing → Visualization theory, con-
cepts and paradigms; Human computer interaction (HCI); • Ap-
plied computing → Life and medical sciences. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 
Walking along Brick Lane in London, a visitor may be surprised 
to stumble upon a larger-than-life mural of a human chest X-ray 
with a gaping, fractured black cavity in the center where the heart 
has been removed [7]. Titled Stolen Heart, this piece by street artist 
SHOK-1 brings anatomical data typically reserved for clinicians 
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in dark rooms into popular culture to drive a social and political 
commentary via the depiction of the inner body [88]. Quite a few 
things must be true for this piece to have its intended impact: the 
anatomical fact of the missing organ must be identifable, the visual 
genre of X-ray imaging technology recognized and accepted, and 
any visceral reaction to seeing inside the body at least partially 
overcome. And yet, the piece functions as public art, accessible to 
mass audiences. This mass legibility of internal anatomy is neither 
universal nor inevitable. How, then, did this process of interpretabil-
ity happen? How did the body become not just data, but public 
data? How did the erstwhile taboo and esoteric genre of anatomical 
visualization become recognizable and legible on a crowded street? 

The human body and our interrogation of its internal structures, 
whether through direct means like observation and dissection or 
mediated through imaging technology, provide the inputs to the 
wide-ranging styles and techniques for the visual representation 
of human anatomy across history. How these anatomical visualiza-
tions are acquired, presented, and circulated is founded on particular 
ideas regarding the sanctity of all, or rather only some, human bod-
ies, which serve as a lens for what can and cannot be seen. What 
kind of information we collect about the body, how we think about 
this information, and who does the collecting (and from whom) 
defne and constrain the resulting visualizations and illustrations. 

Histories of medical visualization have foregrounded several 
iconic examples, from Vesalius’ muscle-men to the meticulous an-
notations in Gray’s Anatomy. This focus on individual eforts by 
lone innovators has a number of negative consequences. For one, 
it ignores the work of a host of pioneering, hard-working practi-
tioners who have, for historical or sociological reasons, not been 
placed in this select and illustrious canon [21, 51]. Another issue 
with this narrow narrative focus is a lack of consideration for how 
data visualizations are enmeshed and intertwined with cultures 
of knowledge and evidence, circulation and persuasion. That is, 
just as “the hand-mill gives you society with the feudal lord; the 
steam-mill, society with the industrial capitalist,” [60] so does the 
printing press give you Vesalius’ muscle-men, the graphics card 
interactive volumetric renders. In Aristotelian terms, while the suc-
cess of a visualization is partially due to the strength of the insights 
it communicates (the logos of the data-driven argument), these in-
sights are only legible, let alone transformative, given situated and 
serendipitous confuences of factors: the kairos of when, where, and 
to whom this argument appears [3]. 

In this paper, we review a set of historical visualization and il-
lustration practices in medicine with an eye towards how their 
production is infuenced by changing data cultures: our term for the 
interconnected epistemologies, rhetorics, and technologies associ-
ated with information and, eventually, data. Diferent data cultures 
impact how information is conceptualized and collected, structured 
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and shared: even the notion of “data” is itself a historically recent 
and contingent term. We focus in this work on how data cultures 
around anatomy, imaging, and diagnostics have supported the cre-
ation or adaption of diferent visual forms of data representation 
with difering social impacts. With these changing data cultures, we 
also explore how and when the human body itself became a source 
of data. We perform this analysis with the goal of critiquing emerg-
ing projects in medical visualization, and visualization more broadly, 
that are not mindful that “our forms of attention, observation, and 
truth are situated, contingent, and contested and that the ways we 
are trained, and train ourselves, to observe, document, record, and 
analyze the world are deeply historical in character” [39]. We use 
snapshots of the long and global history of medical illustration to 
demonstrate how technological, productive, and political forces 
shape data visualizations. These historical shifts in data cultures 
occurred in parallel with changes in religious, cultural, and political 
life, even as the underlying “data source”—the human body— kept 
its shape. The preconditions for these infuential data visualizations 
to arise, and for them to be successful at their rhetorical goals, 
are the existence of particular sociotechnical milieux: the right 
epistemologies, technologies, and even sufciently (bio-)powerful 
governments. Not only do these milieux provide important precon-
ditions for certain kinds of medical visualizations, but similar forms 
of medical visualizations, arising in diferent historical contexts, can 
have remarkably diferent impacts. Likewise, these visualizations 
can function as reactions against prevailing sociopolitical condi-
tions: transitions from personal experiences to impersonal datasets 
(and vice versa), from experts to mass audiences, constrained by (or 
intentionally and iconoclastically fouting) convention and taboo. 

Prior works have explored the history of visualization develop-
ment with a broad perspective, seating the earliest germinations of 
visualization in cartography and developing through the centuries 
into visual depictions of statistics and other scientifc disciplines 
in step with advancements in technology, mathematics, and obser-
vational practice [27, 29, 58, 59]. Projects and compendia such as 
the Milestones Project [28] and History of Information Graphics [77] 
explore key fgures and exemplars of visualization through history, 
again spanning numerous disciplines. Contemporary exhibitions 
such as the University of Toronto’s Emerging Patterns: Data Visu-
alization Throughout History [70], show a keen public interest in 
historic visualization, their patterns of rhetoric, and the role of tech-
nology in visualization practices. In contrast to these broad-ranging 
works that seat the foundations of visualization in maps of land 
and stars, our analysis focuses on the maps we make of the human 
body and our health. While others have explored the changing 
maps of the body, they observe these changes through the lens of 
artistic or medical practice [31, 76, 82, 85, 86], our lens shifts to view 
the connection between the resulting image and the data culture 
that led to this image. Rather than presenting a standalone set of 
pioneers or “frsts,” we also focus on the data cultures surrounding 
our examples instead of taking a fnal graphic as a given, or as part 
of a teleological process of increasing sophistication or forward 
progress through time. 

1.1 Organization & Methodology 
The remainder of the paper is organized into a series of historical 
vignettes about how we have visualized the human body as an ob-
ject of study and, eventually, as data. What we mean by a “vignette” 
is a thematically organized collection of visual and narrative exam-
ples, with associated commentary, meant to highlight a particular 
theme. The vignette structure allows us to foreground our critiques 
without constraining ourselves to an exhaustive historical overview. 
We situate this approach within other commentaries on the his-
torical and political changes of technological concepts that have 
similar structures: for instance, Wysocki & Johnson-Eilola’s [102] 
use of “bundles” of thematically linked examples and commentary 
on the subject of literacy as a universalizing metaphor for technical 
aptitude, or Walter Benjamin’s [6] exploration of the sociopolitical 
implications of Parisian architecture through interconnected prose, 
poetry, and commentary in his Arcades Project. 

Each of our vignettes contains a collection of stories and repre-
sentative imagery aligning along a central theme that ties human 
perspectives to technological and societal norms in the visual rep-
resentation of the human body and disease. Each vignette is built 
around the same basic structure. We begin with some historical 
context of the vignette’s central theme: the spiritual, philosophi-
cal, moralistic underpinnings, state of technology, or productive 
forces at play. We then introduce a set of representative visual exam-
ples, and conclude with a discussion of the applicability, resonance, 
or remaining dangers of this theme as applied to contemporary 
visualization practice. 

Our choice of historical examples was anchored on our previ-
ously mentioned set of ubiquitous examples from medical history 
(e.g., Galen, Vesalius, and Gray). In service of our goal of highlight-
ing lesser-known examples, we expanded this corpus by consulting 
public archives such as the U.S. National Library of Medicine’s His-
torical Anatomies on the Web collection as well as the Wellcome 
Collections’ digital library of historical works related to health and 
human experience. Our contemporary examples were sourced from 
core visualization and HCI venues. This search was combined with 
feld research in the context of visiting museums with medical his-
tory and visualization-focused exhibitions to collect relevant works 
and key fgures in this space, and fnally augmented with examples 
encountered in our sourcing and literature review of prior works 
around visual cultures and anatomical history. 

We present our vignettes across both temporal and cultural shifts 
in data cultures. The frst vignette deals with early attempts to visu-
alize the body in the absence of information from human dissection: 
that is, under conditions of data scarcity. The second vignette deals 
with how philosophies and technologies of seeing infuenced the re-
sulting illustrations of bodies even once this information was more 
widely available. The third vignette explores how conceptions of 
disease likewise resulted in new genres of anatomical illustration. 
The fourth deals with the popularization and circulation of these 
images to mass audiences. Finally, the last vignette deals with the 
ethical and sociopolitical ramifcations of the process of reducing 
the human body down to data. 

Taken together, we use these vignettes to argue for a more ex-
pansive conception not just of medical or anatomical visualizations, 
but of visualizations generally. There are no “neutral” choices when 
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Figure 1: Five Figure Series, one of earliest known anatomical diagrams, the original of which possibly dating to 300 B.C. when 
human dissection was permitted in Alexandria. Each panel describes one of fve anatomical systems (as described by Galen): 
arteries, veins, nerves, bones, and muscles [93]. The human form is arranged as if prepared on a dissection table, in an open, 
partially-squatting pose. 

it comes to representing the body: the process of turning bodies 
into data to be visualized is inherently subjective and political. We 
also call on the visualization community to revisit the assumption 
that the history of visualization is an inherent progression from the 
simple to the complex, the less accurate to the more accurate, but 
to consider how our forebears dealt with challenges of data access 
and rhetoric, complexity and uncertainty. We fnd that many of 
the visual forms and genres of the past reappear, clothed in new 
bodies, to solve perpetually recurring problems in visualization and 
information design. 

The study of medical visualization can and has occupied entire 
books and careers, and we do not intend for this paper to provide a 
complete or comprehensive overview of the subject, even within the 
comparatively narrower lens of cultures of data and their impact on 
visualization practices in anatomy. For one, knowledge is situated 
and limited by perspectives. While we have sought out sources 
beyond the usual—often Western-focused—history of medicine, our 
coverage of these sources is comparatively limited. For another, 
we as co-authors are situated within HCI and computer science 
contexts, and so our analytical focus on our examples as techno-
logical artifacts or displays of information provides less historical 
context than in other treatments of these same examples. Lastly, 
while many of the examples in our vignettes reward deep contem-
plation or analysis, for reasons of space we devote relatively little 
time to each example to instead focus on how these examples are 
situated within the context of our larger arguments. We invite the 
reader to take time to assess the fgures (or examples from their 
own practice) in greater depth than is aforded in this work. 

2 INFERRING HUMAN ANATOMY 
In this frst vignette, we explore how societies went from inferring 
human anatomy to physically engaging with human anatomy. That 
is, how visual approaches to the body arose under conditions of 

what we term “data scarcity”: limited systematized ways of structur-
ing, collecting, or disseminating anatomical information to medical 
audiences. We begin with a brief overview of the attitudes and 
perspectives that shaped anatomical and medical visualizations of 
antiquity. Many early societies created rich and intricate anatomi-
cal diagrams based on sources of information or epistemological 
structures that are diferent from the structures or notions of data 
that we associate with modern scientifc empiricism. Many of these 
early choices in the systematization and representation of anatomy 
remain relevant today. 

Human dissection has been rife with taboos and ethical ques-
tions throughout history that provide the limits for what can and 
cannot be visualized through direct observation [93]. Early soci-
eties viewed the human body through symbolic, social and religious 
lenses. These views were encoded into laws and customs that pre-
cluded human cadaver dissection for centuries [2, 56, 62, 97], with 
a few rare and notable exceptions to this moratorium in the Baby-
lonian and Persian empires [87] and during the Ptolemaic reign in 
Alexandria [32, 93, 96]. These brief windows provided physicians 
a direct window to the body’s workings, although preservation 
technology of the time imposed limits on the scope and nuance of 
dissection. Visual reproductions of the perception of the interior 
body from this period survive in the Five Figure Series (Fig. 1), one 
of the earliest known illustrations of the human body. Here, the 
body is arranged in a so-called frog pose, with the human form 
arranged as if on a dissection table in an open, squatting posture. 
Each panel depicts one of the fve perceived bodily systems: arterial 
and venous blood, nerves, bones, and muscles, respectively [93]. 

Through networks of trade, manual reproductions and variations 
of these symbolic fgures difused into other regions. Reaching the 
Islamic world, the illustrations of fourteenth-century C.E. Mansur¯ . 
ibn Ilyās, the earliest known illustrations of the human body from 
this region, are thought to have in part been inspired by the Five 
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Figure 2: The earliest known color anatomical illustrations 
of human body from the Islamic world, produced by Mansur¯ . 
ibn Ilyās in 1390. He organizes the body according the Greek 
fve systems (per Figure 1), with the arterial system depicted 
in male (top panel) and female (bottom panel) anatomy. The 
female illustration is identical to the male, apart from the 
inclusion of the uterus with a fetus in breech position. The 
labels for the male appear in a mixture of Arabic and Persian, 
yet are absent in the female version. This work is also one of 
the earliest surviving examples of the use of color to strate-
gically encode diferent anatomical structures and systems. 

Figure Series [87]. Beautifully colored with annotated structures 
on several plates, e.g., Fig. 2, Mansūr’s work is also thought to 
blend local religious culture with dissection traditions espoused by 
Galen. For over a thousand years, Galen, the overwhelmingly pro-
lifc second-century C.E. anatomist and physician, was at the center 
of the largely unassailable canon of Western medicine, alongside 
the imposing fgures of Greek philosophy and medicine Aristotle 
and Hippocrates [93, 104]. 

The focus of these Greek and Islamic anatomical charts and 
similar early diagrams, driven by both the conditions of data scarcity 
but also their associated philosophical underpinnings, was on the 
major connections within bodily systems and their contribution 
to a single whole, rather than precise anatomical structures or 
locations. These schematic diagrams echo the conventions and 
distortions of the modern-day subway map, where connections 
between important components are of greater importance than 
specifc location. A similar infuence of epistemology on form can 
be seen in Eastern anatomical diagrams as well. Zoroastrian, Taoist 
(Fig. 3), and Buddhist traditions saw bodies as complete inner worlds 
with their own metaphorical forests, stars, and beings [62, 87]. As 
with our prior examples, the visual emphasis is again on a cohesive 
whole, but the physical reality of the subject is abstracted away to 
instead focus on the metaphorical structure of the body. 

Other artifacts in the visual representation of bodies were due 
to the use of animals as substitute sources of information, with 
the assumption that the structures found in other animals when 
they were dissected could or would be similarly represented in 
humans [97, 104]. Galen, who in his lifetime dissected many ani-
mals but likely never humans (in part due to the aforementioned 
taboos on human dissection), produced occasional inaccuracies that 
were noted by anatomists centuries after the fact. Per Singer [91], 
“Roughly speaking, we may say his anatomy is that of the soft parts 
of the Barbary ape, Macaca Inuus, imposed on the human skele-
ton.” Misconceptions about the human body (such as the diagnosis 
of “hysteria” as a result of a literal “wandering womb”, i.e., a dis-
placed uterus [23]), in the absence of newer or more authoritative 
data, therefore lingered for centuries in the Islamic and Christian 
worlds [93]. For instance, Galen’s claims that the liver spread out 
like a hand led to anatomists mistakenly assuming that the human 
liver had fve lobes into the 16th century [64]. Some of these miscon-
ceptions based on animal dissections remained in later anatomical 
texts even after human dissection was more commonplace [90]. 

The design choices made under conditions of data scarcity re-
main relevant today, even in the face of the opposite problem: one 
of information overload. For instance, a modern-day student of 
anatomy or medicine has myriad data sources to choose from to 
understand the structure of the circulatory system: cadaveric dissec-
tion, magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), X-ray imaging, etc. Lack-
ing sufcient prior knowledge for what to look for, they may quickly 
become overwhelmed and fail in their study objective. Schematic, 
stylized illustrations serve as maps to orient the viewer to the jum-
ble of complex anatomy, abstracting away information deemed 
irrelevant for the task to focus instead on the essentials. Many 
anatomical atlases, e.g., Netter’s Atlas of Human Anatomy [68], fea-
ture schematic plates that navigate this information abundance and 
distill the content down to its essence, as in the circulatory system 
diagram depicted in Fig. 4 (left). Similar schematic, iconographic 

.
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Figure 3: Nei Jing Tu (Chart of the Inner Landscape) from 
1886 that builds on Taoist philosophies of the human body 
as a microcosm of the universe, using the rough outline fetal 
form for structure. The head contains a glade in the heavenly 
Kunlun mountains where direct communication with the 
divine is possible, with other portions corresponding to both 
earthly and cosmological sites. [75] 
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anatomical drawings surface in other contexts, e.g., the children’s 
game Operation, providing a playful and simplifed means to explore 
and conduct surgery on the body (Figure 4, right). 

Finally, we should note that the concept of data scarcity is not 
one limited to the historical past, and that societies do not inevitably 
or uniformly move from less data to more data. In spite of a modern-
day information abundance, there remain medical phenomena that 
escape visualization with the data available. A migraine aura is 
difcult or impossible to capture via imaging data in real-time, due 
to the unpredictable nature of their onset and an incomplete un-
derstanding of their exact pathophysiology [50]. Instead, clinicians 
and researchers rely on patients relaying their experience of the 
(often) visual disturbance of an aura that manifests in, e.g., spots, 
fashes, zig-zags, among other possible sensory symptoms. Absent 
acquired data, these qualitative interviews are translated by visu-
alization designers who infer gaps in the data to produce highly 
conceptual illustrations and photo-manipulated collages that fll 
in the information necessary to communicate the experience of a 
migraine aura. Thinking more broadly on absent data in modernity, 
Onuoha’s [13, 72] art installations around the theme of a Library 
of Missing Datasets highlight examples where inequalities in race, 
wealth, and power leave us with very little information about mat-
ters of key importance. For instance, there is limited race-based 
medical information available for pregnancy risks. 

3 PEDAGOGIES OF SIGHT 
Part of the process of both designing and interpreting visualiza-
tions is learning how to see: choosing which structures to highlight, 
what extraneous or irrelevant detail to remove, and matching the 
expected visual genres and conventions of one’s audience. Diferent 
ways of seeing can produce radically diferent representations of 
the same bodily forms. This process of learning to see occurs not 
just at the level of the individual student: new technologies create 
new afordances and new views and experiences of the body that 
need to be rhetorically and socially integrated into the prevailing 
data cultures. In this vignette, we explore how diferent data cul-
tures produce diferent views of the same structures, and how new 
technologies or relationships to data result in new rhetorical needs 
to convince audiences of the utility and authority of new ways of 
seeing. We argue that the depiction of bodies is not a universal and 
objective process, but a long-running sociotechnical dialogue. 

Taoist concepts of the body include the balance and fow of yin 
and yang, and the course of qi (the body’s vital energy) through-
out [62, 87]. This holistic ideal of the body corresponded to visual-
izations steeped in spiritual metaphor to convey the complex inner 
world of the body (Figure 3). Other visualizations were created for 
practical clinical use, such as diagrammatic illustrations of pulse 
and acupuncture points, or the winding paths of qi (Figure 5, top 
panel). These works are echoed in the restraint and consideration 
a modern designer uses in terms of what information to show. Il-
lustrating all acupuncture points would saturate the visual, so the 
designer must be selective and show only information that sup-
ports their rhetorical aims. Musculoskeletal morphology is absent 
from these visuals—this anatomy was not an important part of 
the Chinese medical canon and considered irrelevant for medical 
interventions like acupuncture: indeed, for centuries, physicians 
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Figure 4: Two examples of modern schematized and simpli-
fed representations of anatomy. Lef panel: Schematic illus-
tration of the human circulatory system, styled after what 
is commonly seen in anatomical textbooks such as Neter’s 
Atlas of Human Anatomy [68]. Rather than depicting the car-
diovascular system precisely as it appears in the body, this 
work intentionally abstracts away information that does not 
support the author’s didactic aim to describe to the viewer 
the circular nature of blood fow and oxygen exchange in the 
human body. Right panel: Operation children’s game (1965). 
Designed for children to entertain and engage with anatomy 
and medicine, the visuals of this game are heavily abstracted 
from reality in an efort by the game designers to reduce the 
amount of information down to what is salient and relevant 
for the target audience. Graphical symbols rather than the 
true-to-form anatomy are more pertinent to the objective 
of the visual, similar to the stylized, symbolic anatomical 
visuals of antiquity. 

lacked words to describe the muscles of the body [71]. In the West, a 
corresponding lack of focus on certain systems and features—in this 
case on circulatory rhythms—led to a paucity of words to describe 
heartbeats, with even Galen forced to use highly subjective terms 
like “mouselike” or “ant-crawling” to describe irregular pulses [52]. 
In later centuries, Chinese illustrations remained largely diagram-
matic in a refection of their didactic priorities. Specifc organ or 
muscle morphology was usually irrelevant to the illustrator’s over-
all goals, and so was vaguely shown, if at all, as a way to manage 
information complexity and to clarify the learning objective [95]. 
Tibetan culture similarly relied on holistic views of the body, often 
connecting medicine and theology [83]. 17th-century Tibetan Bud-
dhist paintings, called thangkas, sometimes incorporated medical 
knowledge from India, ancient Greece, Persia, pre-Buddhist Tibet, 
and China. Anatomical representations integrate symbolic repre-
sentations of anatomy with Tibetan life and religion through series 

Figure 5: Two anatomical illustrations from China and Tibet, 
respectively. Top panel: Illustration used for acupuncture 
practice from Routes of the Fourteen Meridians and their 
Functions by Hua Shou, 14th century Chinese physician. The 
focus on lines of fow mean that other anatomic structures, 
such as musculoskeletal anatomy, are not rendered). Botom 
panel: 17th-century thangka showing annotated vulnerable 
anatomical points for illness and injury. The standing fgure 
is annotated with the vulnerable blood vessels, muscles, and 
bones, while the kneeling fgures show vulnerable internal 
organs from the front (left fgure) and back (right fgure). 
Again, the focus on vulnerable points de-emphasizes other 
anatomical features like muscles or bones. 
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of small fgures arranged in rows in all or part of the paintings (Fig-
ure 5, bottom panel, and Figure 10), emphasizing both the spiritual 
and physical components of the human body [100]. 

While Western medical philosophies began from similar tradi-
tions as in the East, including similar metaphors of the body as 
microcosm of the world [62], and similar medical practices based on 
the fow of vital energies [91], divergences in the specifcs of these 
philosophical underpinnings emphasized diferent parts of the body 
and so resulted in difering diagrams [52]. For instance, early Greek 
society valued strength and vitality as physical traits of the divine, 
and so placed specifc focus on musculoskeletal anatomy [62]. Some 
artists rising from later generations enmeshed in this culture went 
so far as to negotiate commissions with payment in human cadav-
ers [20]. Leonardo da Vinci captured the value many artists placed 
on direct muscular observation and interaction: 

A good painter must know what muscles swell for any 
given action, and must emphasize the bulging of those 
muscles only and not the rest, as some painters do who 
think that they are showing of their skill when they 
draw nudes that are knotty and graceless–mere sacks 
of nuts [93]. 

The seismic political, social, and religious upheavals of the Re-
naissance brought a culture of curiosity and observation that led 
anatomists from their distant chairs and tomes to the dissection 
table [93]. These anatomists began dissecting cadavers themselves, 
previously unheard of, and describing what they saw. Illustrations 
of anatomy came to be instructional in their own right, with in-
creased realism thanks to the development of linear perspective as 
a new way of representing three dimensions on a two-dimensional 
plane [104]. Some visualizations were even interactive: bone- or wax 
fgures from the tradition of religious reliquaries and efgies had 
removable internal parts for students to learn by disassembly and 
reassembly (Figure 12, right panel). “Fugitive sheets”, anatomical il-
lustrations with paper faps that could be lifted to reveal underlying 
anatomy, became wildly popular study aids. The most impressive 
and detailed of these were distributed by Andreas Vesalius, the 
Flemish surgeon and anatomist behind the landmark De Humani 
Corporis Fabrica, a comprehensive atlas of the human body [20] 
that saw text accompanied by full-page didactic anatomical illus-
trations for the frst time in modern print culture [103] (Figure 6). 
The year of its publication (1543) saw massive paradigm shifts from 
received wisdom to logic and empirical reasoning on several sci-
entifc fronts—Copernicus’ heliocentric theory of the solar system 
was published the same year. However, even Vesalius’ work was en-
meshed in existing epistemic structures. For instance, the humoural 
theory of medicine championed by Galen and other forebears re-
quires that organs both emit and absorb humoural fuids, and so 
Vesalius points to the pituitary gland as an emitter of phlegm, per-
forations in the interventricular septum of the heart, the existence 
of the rete mirabile (from Latin: the wonderful net) at the base of 
the brain, even though direct observation did not support such 
structures or functions in the human body [53, 91]. 

The advent of new imaging methods for human anatomical data 
necessitated new approaches to seeing, sharing, and promoting 
the validity of these methods. Separated by two centuries, Robert 
Hooke and Santiago Ramón y Cajal created their own “pedagogies 
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Figure 6: The muscle-men woodcut illustrations from Vesal-
ius’ De Humani Corporis Fabrica, published in 1543, are 
highly-detailed anatomical illustrations resulting from col-
laboration between anatomists and artists combined with 
advancements in printing technology. The legend flls the 
right facing page. Note the clearly defned muscular struc-
tures; other illustrations from the same volume show the 
muscular fgures holding their own skin in their hands while 
making similar dynamic poses, eyes skyward. 

of sight” [46] to help themselves, their scientifc colleagues, and the 
broader public to access the invisible worlds revealed by microscopy 
and to generate support for this new science [24]. The frst illus-
trations and visualizations of microscopy images had to perform 
the dual jobs of not just presenting representations of what was 
seen, but also of convincing the audiences that the new techniques 
produced novel but valid insights anchored in past understanding. 

This process of teaching, publicizing, and convincing also oc-
curred with more recent imaging techniques like the X-ray and MRI. 
The development of these imaging techniques fipped traditional 
means of seeing the body, enabling an “inside-out view as opposed 
to outside-in perspective” [93]. Often, weird is what sells: Wilhelm 
Röntgen, the accidental inventor of the X-ray, famously sent the 
frst X-ray image of his wife’s shadowy, bony hand as the family’s 
Christmas card in 1895, similar to how today’s #AcademicTwitter 
users broadcast short gifs and stunning renderings of new imaging 
methods for thousands to admire (and subsequently queue up for 
data access). This marketing maneuver generated a hype and adop-
tion frenzy such that, only fve years later, the X-ray was frmly 
planted in clinical diagnostic and treatment practice [44]. These 
technologies ultimately gave rise to the radiology profession, with 
individuals trained to see and interpret the anatomy of the living. 
Of note is that this initial rhetorical work may have functioned 
too well: per Daston & Galiston [16] “the very form of X-ray pho-
tography was a threat because the photographic medium fairly 
radiated authority, even while practitioners of the art frequently 
confronted its deceptiveness.” Indeed, contemporaneous sources 
warned against the potential of the false objectivity of this new 
way of seeing [99]: 
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Figure 7: Interface screenshot of an immersive VR environ-
ment for human anatomical education, including an embod-
ied photorealistic human virtual assistant integrated with 
the generative AI service ChatGPT [11]. The authors’ work 
for this visualization is two-fold: in the immersive VR envi-
ronment, they must show the user of the ease of interaction 
and pedagogical parity with the physical dissection environ-
ment. Second, they must show that an embodied, generative 
AI assistant is equal to or surpasses the value of a human 
instructor in a traditional gross anatomy course. 

The routine employment of the X-ray in cases of fracture 
is not at present of sufcient defnite advantage to justify 
the teaching that it should be used in every case. [...] 
There is evidence that in competent hands plates may 
be made that will fail to reveal the presence of existing 
fractures or will appear to show a fracture that does not 
exist. 

This alternation between representational and rhetorical, diagram-
matic and photographic, continues in modern science imaging [78], 
where photographic images are juxtaposed with diagrams meant to 
reinforce (visual) arguments and convey scientifc authority, and in 
public-facing comics and cartoons meant to communicate hygienic 
guidelines as well as the impacts of public health crises like the 
COVID-19 pandemic [48]. 

In the modern era, limited cadaver availability [84] as well as re-
forms in clinical education to espouse student-centered, integrated 
clinical application curricula [33] have resulted in alternative ap-
proaches to teaching anatomy beyond the cadaver lab. As a result 
of this shift, new generations of technology that employ immer-
sive environments and artifcial intelligence have been adapted 
to support medical pedagogy. These new technologies face the 
same parallel challenges of conveying the data and of making a 
case for the utility of the method that generated the visual, as did 
past advances like the X-ray. Chheang et al.’s [11] generative AI 
assistant in a virtual reality anatomy education environment is but 
one recent example of a new pedagogy of sight (Figure 7). In this 
application, the authors need to train and convince a new user base 
of the validity and utility of virtual reality environments as opposed 
to traditional presence human cadaver dissection. They must also 
do the same rhetorical work for the virtual assistant, which is pow-
ered by OpenAI’s ChatGPT model, to convince users that language 

models can function as an interactive and adaptive approach to 
learning anatomy. While specifc technologies and data cultures 
may change, the challenge of building trust in and authority of 
unfamiliar technology with unknown utility remains. 

4 REASONING ABOUT DISEASE AND 
DYSFUNCTION 

In this vignette, we focus on how epistemologies and emerging sci-
entifc theories can shape visualizations, in particular those meant 
not just for contemplation but for pedagogy and practice. The use 
of anatomical visualization to diagnose and cure the body is in-
extricably linked with data cultural infuences: notions of what 
is meant by health, what counts as evidence, and how signs and 
symptoms are structured and collated. Defning disease requires a 
conception of what a healthy body looks like, which is a normative 
judgment that has just as much to do with the society in which one 
is enmeshed as any individual observation. 

Before the acceptance of the germ theory of disease, attribution 
of various signs and symptoms was driven by other causal theories, 
which in turn shaped the sort of information that was considered 
relevant to the physician. For instance, the attribution of diseases 
to imbalances in the four humours, popularized by early Greek 
writers like Hippocrates and Galen (but appearing even into the 
20th century in the early science of psychology [22]), created an 
entire genre of visualizations that functioned as humoural lookup 
tables (Figure 8): sorting personality traits or faws based on their 
humoural category, and, conversely, going from a detected sign or 
reported symptom to a humoural cause and then to a suggested 
remedy: bleeding, purging, or otherwise rebalancing the humours. 

The necessity of connecting particular illnesses with (often hu-
moural) causes and treatment led to the creation of a specifc of-
shoot of anatomical visualization: “human tables” [41] such as the 
medieval “wound man” and “disease woman” where human fg-
ures were simultaneously pierced by arrows, stabbed by swords, or 
otherwise displaying sets of simultaneous diseases, injuries, and 
disorders (Figure 9). These arresting fgures are annotated with 
references or other pointers to the relevant parts of the medical 
manuscripts in which they appeared. In addition to functioning as 
tables of contents or taking advantage of the “fexible diagrammatic 
potential of the human body” [42], these diagrams could also be 
procedural: for instance, a “bloodletting man” associated specifc 
diseases with specifc parts of the body to be bled. Other forms 
of these visual human encyclopedias, such as the aforementioned 
thangka illustrations of medical treatments (Figure 10), functioned 
not just as indexes but as aids to memory, using hues and iconic 
symbols and other forms of “visual logic” [15] to signal particular 
illnesses or causes (for instance, blue-colored skin can represent an 
imbalance in the body’s vital energies). 

Early cultures of information dissemination made it difcult 
to precisely integrate chart and text. Medieval wound men and 
similar diagrams would be generated as separate processes from 
corresponding medical texts (that would or might circulate inde-
pendently or be subject to imperfect copying and transcription), 
producing potential errors. For instance, Hartnell [41] suggests that 
a stone-like lesion on the head of a wound man diagram became, 
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Figure 8: 1574 illustration from Leonhart Thurneisser’s 
Quinta Essentia illustrating the temperaments of a person 
resulting from excesses of each of the four humours of me-
dieval medicine: Phlegmatic (phlegm), Sanguine (blood), Cho-
leric (yellow bile) and Melancholic (black bile). Surplus of 
each humour was believed to be a causative agent of disease, 
but also to have psychological ramifcations: in this latter 
conception, it survived as a classifying tool into 20th century 
psychology [22], even after the other medical uses had been 
largely superseded. 

through inattention, mistranslation, or error, a non-diagnostic hel-
met in a later copy of the same diagram. 

These forms of diagrams also had sociopolitical implications. The 
use of a male fgure as the normative or default form of the body 
relegated women’s health and obstetrics to other charts, fgures, or 
manuscripts that rarely circulated in tandem with the manuscripts 
by (and for) men [35]. The humoural framework underlying the 
diagrams also had consequences (in later eras, for instance, encour-
aging “heroic” treatments of severe bloodletting and purging [94]). 
If the temperament of human beings could be governed by the hu-
mours, societies as a whole could also be modeled in similar terms, 
such as Ottoman schools of economic thought that saw “scholars 
as blood, merchants as yellow and peasants as black bile, and the 
statesmen or bureaucrats as the phlegm” [73]. Violent and even 
genocidal actions have often used the resulting language of conta-
gion or restoration of equilibrium to justify exclusion, expulsion, 
or destruction of particular subgroups: for instance, victims may 
be referred to as internal tumors or bacilli to be excised from the 
political “body” [25]. 

Figure 9: A “wound man” (top panel) and “pregnant dis-
ease woman” (bottom panel) from the ca. 15th century Eng-
lish medical manuscript Anatomia, attributed to “Pseudo-
Galen” (a complex authorship consisting of both medical 
texts mis-attributed as Galenic for marketing reasons, as 
well as texts by other authors that circulated with genuine 
Galenic texts [26]). Similar images appeared in many subse-
quent medical manuscripts, including the late 15th century 
bundle of medical manuscripts Fasciculus Medicinae asso-
ciated with German physician Johannes de Ketham. Note 
the use of textual annotation; in most wound man drawings, 
these annotations would be references to the sections of the 
following manuscript that dealt with the treatment of the 
specifc wound in question, and so the visualizations func-
tioned both as diagrams as well as pictoral indices. 
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Figure 10: Another thangka from the same 17th century Blue 
Beryl collection as Figure 5b attributed to Desi Sangye Gyatso, 
here showing a visual encyclopedia of methods of treatment 
for disease. Note that some fgures have blue skin, which 
can be a visual shortcut for indicating particular imbalances, 
part of a visual-pedagogical system of “repetition with a dif-
ference” where distinguishing visual patterns in otherwise 
similar forms train the viewer to attend to specifc pedagogi-
cally relevant features [15]. 

In the modern era, the human-scale visualization of symptoms 
and signs can take on a diferent character, as a form of re-individual-
ization or even protest against other forms of data or ways of know-
ing (as a single diagnosis, as just a medical record, or as just a “data 
point”). Slobin [92], when tasked with creating a data visualization 
showing the variability and severity in Niemann Pick Disease Type 
C, eventually came to the conclusion that “the data visualization 
is actually people,” and relied on photographs of people with the 
disease rather than abstract diagrams of multidimensional data. 
Likewise, King & Lupi’s [57] multimedia visualization Bruises: The 
Data We Don’t See, documenting the former’s daughter’s illness, 
was created partially due to a feeling that “clinical records alone 
hardly capture the impact the illness of a child has on a family” 
(Figure 11). The resulting artwork, drawing from photographs and 
images and medical records, is a multimedia experience that weaves 
together complex glyphs with animation and music to represent the 
disease not just as an abstract event but as an emotional experience. 

We contrast the medieval and renaissance use of human-like fg-
ures for diagnostics as ways to “dataify” unquestioned or untested 

theories of medical knowledge, with the contemporary use of an-
thropomorphized or individualized visualizations a way to “de-
dataify” or otherwise make information that has been abstracted, 
dispossessed, or otherwise specialized, more human-centered. 

5 THE BODY AS SPECTACLE 
European Renaissance-era collaborations between anatomists, clin-
icians, and professional artists blended perspectives and leveraged 
technologies to produce novel visualizations of the inner human 
form for a broader audience. Artists trained in drafting, composition, 
and storytelling produced anatomical visualizations that were more 
than study aids. These visuals also served as marketing materials 
showcasing the skills and authority of the scientists and the artists, 
as commentary on contemporary social and cultural issues, and 
demonstrated a clear tension between religious and spiritual ideas 
with the new natural philosophy. Blending art, science, education, 
and popular culture, increasingly detailed and accurate anatomy 
of partially-dissected men, women, or even babies, appeared ar-
ranged in monstrous, noble, seductive, or comical poses against 
lush backgrounds of countrysides and architecture [86]. 

Technological advancements in printing, combined with a world 
more connected through trade, enabled faster, more facile produc-
tion and circulation of richly-illustrated anatomical atlases across 
Europe and beyond to regions still under a dissection morato-
rium [2, 93]. Vesalius’ De Humani Corporis Fabrica was in part so 
successful thanks to its strikingly detailed illustrations, which may 
have been created by artists from the famous Titian’s studio [49] 
(Figure 6), and because the publication was so broadly circulated 
(and liberally plagiarized). 

Visual representations of the body extended beyond two dimen-
sions and adapted to new needs and technologies. Dissectable wax 
models like the 18th-century Anatomical Venus were created to 
nullify the need for human dissection with a beautiful, doll-like, 
anatomically accurate instructional model (Figure 12, right panel). 
Popular for teaching and for public outreach, such models produced 
in this period made, to the modern eye, a bizarre balance between 
art and science, entertainment and education, exploitation and rev-
erence [20], that are echoed in modern plastinated human body 
exhibits like Body Worlds [101], with similarly contentious results. 
Per Fontana, the frst director of the wax model workshop known 
as La Specola: 

If we succeeded in reproducing in wax all the marvels 
of our animal machine, we would no longer need to 
conduct dissections, and students, physicians, surgeons, 
and artists would be able to fnd their desired models in 
a permanent, odour-free, and incorruptible state. 

The use of the female form, inspired by the goddess Venus, shows 
an efort to nudge anatomy from a study of the macabre to that of 
beauty to appeal to a broader audience, similar to earlier color mez-
zotint paintings like d’Agoty’s Flayed Angel (Figure 12, left panel). 
The use of wax for modeling gives a life-like sense to the model, who 
is posed as if resting, nude apart from a pearl necklace. The model 
can be dissected down seven layers, with the fnal layer revealing 
a small fetus in her uterus [20]. Anatomical depictions of women 
often showed them as pregnant (Figures 9 and 2, bottom panel)—a 
refection of the role that women, or rather their bodies, served in 
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Figure 11: A static overview of Giorgia Lupi and Kaki King’s 2018 artwork Bruises: The Data We Don’t See [57] showing the course 
of Kaki King’s daughter’s illness. Multidimensional glyphs and sounds encode information about symptoms, interspersed with 
written diary entries and refections. 

society, and of the focus in medicine for women on the (often haz-
ardous) processes of pregnancy and birth. In a period where nudity 
in Europe was controlled, models like the Venus traveled widely in 
fairs and museum exhibits and legitimized public engagement with 
a naked female body, leveraging the lurid or the shocking rather 
than the purely clinical. Per Sappol, a medical historian: 

Public discussion of sexual desire, ostensibly part of 
the medical technology of self-regulation, provided an 
opening through which the pleasure principle could be 
smuggled in, a fact that popular anatomists were well 
aware of, and manipulated to their beneft [85]. 

As printing techniques continued to improve in quality and 
detail, artists continued pushing the bounds of possibility in col-
laboration with anatomists to connect with a broadening public 
audience that often came at the expense of clear communication 
of anatomical information, at times incorporating popular culture 
references, such as the 18th century anatomical illustration with 
Clara the rhinoceros in the background (Figure 13), who was part 
of a traveling zoo in Europe around at the time [82, 86]. Per the 
anatomist Albinus, “We thought the rarity of the beast would render 
these fgures of it more agreeable than any other ornament” [16]. 

Increased circulation and demand with growing numbers of med-
ical schools ofering formal training in medicine created sufcient 
market pressures in the 19th and 20th centuries for a new pro-
fession of artists trained both in the arts and medicine to create 

illustrations that leveraged storytelling strategies for purely didac-
tic, rather than social commentary, purposes [86]. These medical 
illustrators further leveraged the possibilities of color printing to 
selectively color structures of interest for increased visual salience, 
and began to integrate anatomical structure labels directly into the 
visualizations as in the iconic Gray’s Anatomy (Figure 14, left panel) 
rather than using separate legends (as in Figure 6) that required 
the eye to travel back and forth between pages. These storytelling 
approaches are the bedrock of medical illustration and visualiza-
tion today, with contemporary visualization research exploring 
methods to stylistically automate these techniques (Figure 14, right 
panel) [12, 81]. 

Modern medical visualization now features collaborations with 
not only anatomists, clinicians, and artists, but also computer sci-
entists. These contemporary approaches often derive from imaging 
data rather than direct observation, introducing the possibility of 
illustrative-style visualizations customizable to individual patient 
anatomy [74], rather than a generalized or idealized anatomical 
perspective necessitated by traditional medical illustration [30]. 
Additionally, in echoes of the artistic anatomical heyday of the Eu-
ropean Renaissance and Enlightenment, contemporary artists are 
exploring visual representations of the inner body to support per-
sonal, social, and political rhetorical agendas in new media: through 
street art, body paint, and comics [82]. 
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Figure 12: Lef panel: Gautier-d’Agoty’s image of a woman, informally called the Flayed Angel from his 1746 Myologie Complete 
is one of frst examples of color in medical printing, showing an elegant but anatomized woman [86]. Right panel: Venerina or 
Litle Venus anatomical wax model by Clemente Susini, currently on display at the Museo di Palazzo Poggi in Italy, is one of 
many life-size dissectible wax models created in the 1780s for both study and public engagement. 

6 REPRESENTATION OF THE MARGINALIZED 
Throughout its history, medical visualization has overwhelmingly 
relied on the bodies of the marginalized of society, producing a 
disconnect between the human source and the resulting visualiza-
tions that are most often heroic, white, and male, even into today. 
Convicted criminals were, for centuries, the only legal possibility 
for anatomists and clinicians to obtain bodies for dissection [104], 
with supply pressures creating a black market for fresh corpses 
through “Resurrection Men” who trawled graves of the poor (and 
in the United States often Black) deceased whose families lacked 
the money and power to prevent these activities well into the nine-
teenth or even twentieth centuries [17, 37, 45]. The dissection of 
criminals and other marginalized groups unavoidably implies a 
certain moralistic code and reinforces societal structures of power, 
denying these bodies the sanctity normally bestowed on the human 
body while using them as a means to further scientifc discovery. 
Threads between criminality and the acceptability of human dis-
section persist in contemporary society. A recent survey spanning 
68 countries using cadavers in undergraduate medical curricula 
found that only 32% of sourced bodies are explicitly donated—the 
remaining are “unclaimed”, and one country notes that “the bod-
ies of executed prisoners are given to anatomy departments” [36]. 
The U.S. National Library of Medicine’s Visible Human Project [1], 
released in 1994, is a publicly-available, high-resolution dataset of 
the complete human body used in thousands of research, artistic, 
educational, and clinical applications. One of the cadavers in the 
Project is a convicted murderer, executed for his crimes and who 
donated his body to science. Similarly, the aforementioned Body 
Worlds exhibit [101], which uses plastinated cadavers, has been a 
subject of controversy over the source of its “exhibits” (including 

claims that some of the bodies were from non-consenting prisoners 
or mental patients) and whether the artistic or pedagogical benefts 
of the exhibit overcomes the ethical and moral issues associated 
with the public display of private bodies [9]. 

As a particularly troubling modern example, the Pernkopf Atlas 
(1943) is recognized for its beautiful, lifelike rendering of human 
tissue, but the ethics surrounding the Atlas are suspect: based in Vi-
enna during the rise of Fascism and World War II, Pernkopf and his 
team of illustrators were members of the Nazi Party. Circumstantial, 
although not defnitive, evidence suggests that the bodies dissected 
and illustrated for the Atlas were Holocaust victims [4]. Debates 
have raged in the medical and medical-adjacent communities on 
the ethics of using, let alone discussing, the Atlas in light of this 
information [79]. For the anatomists conducting these early-day 
dissections or the modern-day student reading the Pernkopf At-
las, accessing the Visible Human, or visiting Body Worlds to study 
anatomy: did/do they refect on the life and actions of the once-
living body in front of them, or do they see only viscera? 

Issues of consent and representation in anatomical visualizations 
extend to the living. Prior to the invention and broader adoption 
of imaging methods, clinicians’ sole possibility to examine the 
appearance and functionality anatomical structures of live human 
subjects was, essentially, through patients wounded in battle or 
who sufered chance accidents. The ethics surrounding clinical 
relationships with such patients at this time was questionable at 
best, based as these relationships were on “models of employment, 
servitude, and labor” [34]. Alexis St. Martin in 1822 received a 
gunshot wound that, in a strange twist of the healing process, left 
an open window to his stomach, what is medically termed a gastric 
fstula. St. Martin’s doctor, William Beaumont, seized upon this 
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Figure 13: Anatomist and artist teams of 1700s Europe show-
case mezzotint printing technologies resulting in visualiza-
tions that blur line between art and science, education and 
social commentary, incorporating popular culture as well as 
anatomy. This anatomical visualization from Albinus and 
Wandelaar’s 1747 Tabulae sceleti et musculorum corporis hu-
mani (“of the male sex, of a middle stature and very well 
proportioned; of the most perfect kind, without any blemish 
or deformity” [16]) includes the famous (at the time) Clara 
the rhinoceros. 

opportunity for discovery: he contracted the illiterate and now-
destitute St. Martin as his servant, and for the next several years 
conducted a series of experiments to elucidate the properties of the 
stomach and digestion, taking copious notes and illustrations of the 
results with a degree of detachment that the reader nearly forgets 
that this was a live human subject [5]. 

As discussed earlier with the Anatomical Venus and the Flayed 
Angel (Figure 12), there are ethical issues around the objectifcation 
of the body (especially the female body), and the extent to which 
prurient or voyeuristic interests clash with the clinical or pedagog-
ical. In 1971, the Anatomical Basis of Medical Practice, targeted to 
frst-year medical students, went to press with suggestive commen-
tary and photographs of women in Playboy- or “pin-up”-style poses 
to motivate a (presumably) lonely male student to learn surface 
anatomy. Its publication caused a huge and immediate backlash con-
cerning the perceived objectifcation and denigration of women and 
was quickly pulled, but not before becoming an icon of the women’s 
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movement and being used in debates on how to defne pornogra-
phy [38], echoing contemporary disquiet with the use of the Lena 
image from Playboy in contemporary computer graphics [67]. The 
selective use of attractive and suggestive women introduces an-
other aspect of contemporary representation—an overwhelming 
majority of anatomical visualizations depict ultra-ft, white, male 
bodies that are not refective of the diversity of shape, color, and 
gender of society. The result is that clinicians are not well-prepared 
to deal with diagnoses of, for example, skin conditions on non-
white skin, and that BIPOC and non-binary patients cannot see 
themselves in the canon of Western medicine. Although there are 
growing eforts to motivate change [69], the road is still long to 
equal representation [55]. 

These examples surface difcult bioethical questions extending 
far beyond the medical domain on the use of scientifc data colored 
by their associations. They suggest that collection of data about the 
body is not neutral, but is infuenced by biopolitical concerns (or 
even “necropolitical” [63] concerns—the politics over how people 
are allowed to live or die). Can, or should, data be assessed on 
their own merits, excluding the biopolitical contexts in which they 
were acquired, or is context inextricably linked to the ultimate—in 
this case visual—product? By engaging with visualizations built 
from data with bioethically troubling origins, are we showing tacit 
support for racism, sexism, Nazism, and so forth, or can we see 
this as an opportunity to honor the dead with refective, considered 
engagement with these works? We argue that context is impossible 
to excise from data and that, while these discussions are thorny, 
they are imperative to hold. Avoidance of these bioethical debates 
is the greatest disrespect we could show the living or the dead. 

7 DISCUSSION 
The history of medical visualization is a long and fragmented story, 
capturing only snapshots and partial images while the majority are 
lost to time. These limited views, however, can provide a window 
into the data cultures of the period in which a medical visualization 
was produced, lending insight to the historical, technological, social, 
and political contexts that are inextricably tied to the resulting 
visualization and its mark on society. In this paper, we focused 
on these paradigm-shifting issues that produced the conditions to 
enable so-called groundbreaking medical visualizations such as the 
Vesalian muscle-men or Gray’s Anatomy. Turning now from our 
review of the past and present to look toward the future, we discuss 
select lessons learned from history and refect on these in current 
and future medical visualization practice. 

We frst observe how visual forms and genres, rather than appear-
ing suddenly and uniquely, instead periodically recur in new guises 
or for diferent aims, changed or recapitulated by new cultural or 
epistemic contexts. As Marx [61] famously states, people: 

...make their own history, but they do not make it as 
they please; they do not make it under self-selected cir-
cumstances, but under circumstances existing already, 
given and transmitted from the past. The tradition of all 
dead generations weighs like a nightmare on the brains 
of the living. 

The graph-like iconographic “subway map” forms of anatomical 
drawings, made of necessity in the face of taboos on dissection, 
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Figure 14: Lef panel: Surgical anatomy of the arteries of the head and neck, Gray’s Anatomy (1858), illustrated by Henry V. 
Carter. Note selective coloring of relevant structures, and direct annotation of structural anatomy. Right panel: Shape and 3D 
surface ftting of anatomical annotations onto an anatomical surface model derived from a segmented medical dataset [81]. 

appear again in the guise of modern simplifed and abstract medical 
illustrations meant for pedagogy and dissemination: the children’s 
game of Operation (Figure 4, right panel) and the children’s char-
acter Slim Goodbody are not entirely dissimilar from these early 
diagrams, and for not entirely dissimilar reasons! The idealized 
forms of the body in later anatomical drawings, meant to provoke 
interest and elide the often messy nature of anatomy, recur again 
in the use of pin-ups to illustrate surface anatomy. The close inte-
gration of text and image occurs in the works of Mans¯ as,ur ibn Ily¯ 
Vesalius, Gray, and in modern 3D renders. What changes, then, 
are the material and productive forces underpinning these visual 
forms, the aforementioned data cultures that shape what data is 
counted and what data counts. Researchers and practitioners of 
visualizations must be mindful of these data cultures, or face poten-
tial obscurity or irrelevance. This mindfulness extends also to the 
ethical and political ramifcations of what data we collect and how 
we visualize it. Questions of the ethics of dissection and how our 
bodies are used after our death did not end in Alexandria, or with 
the hangings of graverobbers like Burke and Hare, but continue in 
exhibits like the Visible Human Project or Body Worlds, or with the 
use of Henrietta Lacks’ cell lines in cancer research. The politics of 
who is counted (and who does the counting) is not limited to the 
dissection table, but is core to projects like Data Feminism [18]. 

Connected to our observations of recurring visual genres is 
our observation of dialectical processes of “datafcation” and “de-
datafcation” that seem to ebb and fow across cultural contexts. 
Taboos against dissection, and the perceived sanctity or inviolability 
of the human body, for a time kept anatomical information limited. 
Not just technological but cultural and rhetorical processes changed 
this status quo and made the body licit for analysis. This process 
involves a necessary stage of teaching people how to interpret these 
new sources of data, “selling” the value or utility of these new source 
of data, frst to experts or authorities but then to mass audiences. 

.

When these data are commonplace, there are then reactions to once 
again re-sanctify or otherwise re-personalize them. The emerging 
genres of anthropographics [66] are modern examples of reactions 
in this space, as are works like the New York Times’ [98] How Amer-
ica Lost One Million People that switch between “close” (personal 
stories and anecdotes) and “distant” (histograms, thematic maps, 
and other statistical graphics) data presentations in an attempt to 
both convey at scale but also re-personalize phenomena that had 
become too abstract or data-like. 

Our last class of observations concerns the primacy of the per-
sonal and the political in medical visualization. Haraway introduced 
the concept of situated knowledge [40] to argue that knowledge 
production is partial and perspectival, taking place under specifc 
historical, political, and situational circumstances. Contemporary 
visualization and HCI research recognizes the importance of situ-
ated knowledge through practices such as design study method-
ology [65] and co-creation workshops. In the context of medical 
visualization, history correspondingly shows that there are no one-
size-fts-all objective design solutions when mapping the structures 
and diseases of the body. Just as Renaissance-era visualizations of 
anatomy blended theology with direct observation in a refection of 
society at that time, so should current and future designers consider 
today’s climate of science skepticism and fake news. Pedagogies of 
sight developed by the likes of Vesalius, Hooke, and Ramón y Cajal 
in centuries past were products of their particular environments, 
and these pedagogies must be continually revisited and revised to 
instruct and convince new generations. 

Personalized, precision medicine is the byline of today’s diag-
nostic medical practice, calling for tailored approaches and visual-
izations specifc to the individual. For instance, our current era of 
digitalization and datafcation combined with the COVID-19 pan-
demic has brought epidemiological information (and the resulting 
visualizations and “counter-visualizations” [54]) in unprecedented 
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detail to anyone who may be interested. However, to what extent 
is this detail necessary? More broadly speaking, what kind of in-
formation does a person truly need to access, and can we share 
this information in a way that it resonates, is ethical, and is acces-
sible? Recognition of knowledge as situated, and the replacement 
of given “data” with taken “capta” [19] may help to guard against 
biases leading to negative health outcomes on the part of the pa-
tient and physician. Consider the treatment and management of 
pain: numerous clinical studies have documented diferences in 
pain perception along ethnic and gender lines [10]. Explanations 
for these diferences are contentious, complex, and multifaceted 
but have revealed shocking implicit biases in the healthcare system 
that often result in physicians under-assessing and consequently 
under-treating pain in women and ethnic minority groups. This be-
lies claims that diferences in pain experiences are due to biological 
diferences alone [8, 43]. Designing visualizations or visual analyt-
ics applications intended to support clinical decision-making and 
appropriate communication requires situated knowledge to address 
and (attempt to) course-correct when a data culture politicizes or 
depersonalizes the lived experiences of individuals. 

8 A CALL TO ACTION 
Our observations from medical visualization lead us to suggest 
reforms in how we ought to operate as designers, researchers, or 
circulators of visualizations more broadly. 

The frst is to remember our history, rather than to discard 
historical visualizations as relics of forgotten or misguided eras. 
Designers of these visualizations faced many problems that remain 
today: dealing with uncertainty and the unknown, conveying com-
plex information to mass publics, or convincing audiences of the 
utility or accuracy of new or unfamiliar sources of information. That 
the designers of these illustrations and visualizations came from 
temporally, geographically, or (even) intellectually remote places 
should not disqualify them as sources for inspiration or reference. 

Secondly, we suggest the need for a more prominent close anal-
ysis of visualizations as rhetorical objects. Much as literary 
scholars can use close reading to examine the use of language and 
meter in poems, we believe that a similar “close reading for visu-
alization” [47] could provide richer information than just a study 
of usability or assessment of visual clarity. We invite the reader 
to take time to contemplate our examples with an eye towards 
exploring how the visual design creates meaning, and how the fnal 
form of the graphic is or is not contingent on a particular data 
culture. Quantitative evaluations of many of these visualizations 
would, in many cases, miss the point: how efectively one could 
extract information about where one ought to bleed a patient to 
balance their humours may utterly fail to capture the utility (or 
non-utility) of a diagram. Assessments of the Tufte-style data ink 
implications of including, say, an extraneous famous rhinoceros in 
an anatomical drawing may fail to recognize how such decisions 
were eforts to popularize or regularize information, rather than 
simply communicate an anatomical fact. 

We also call on the feld to consider visualizations in context, 
rather than to view them as stand-alone artifacts. The visualiza-
tions we present all have the same object of inquiry: the human 
body. Yet they are by no means interchangeable. Many are even 
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largely illegible without knowledge of the underlying theories (or 
theologies) of bodies and health that under-girded their creation. 
The visualizations and illustrations that we produce today are no 
diferent, and it is likely that a student of visualization in the future 
might view our own eforts with the same sort of amused disbelief 
with which we might contemplate ancient illustrations built on 
discredited medical theories like humourism. Visualizations are 
highly contingent artifacts: they depend on a host of factors that 
are exterior to the page or screen in which they are viewed. De-
signing, assessing, or comparing visualizations must take these 
contingencies into account. 

The full context of a visualization includes a consideration 
of the ethical and moral components of data collection and 
visualization: inequalities of gender, race, class, and ability are 
an inescapable part of how bodies become data, and how those 
data are visualized. Issues of consent, representation, and equity 
are perhaps most graphically evident when a literal human is (or 
is not) depicted. However, these issues occur in other datasets as 
well, and our responsibilities and duties to other people apply to 
every visualization we create [14]. 

9 CONCLUSION 
Changing sociocultural perspectives, epistemologies, and technolo-
gies have motivated new ways of seeing and visually representing 
the human body. What is surfaced in illustrations and visualizations 
is a product of what we are trained to see, and what is valued in 
our practices. Philosophies of the body vary across cultures, eras, 
and individuals, and infuence the resulting anatomical diagrams. 

Today, pregnancies are shared and celebrated by sending pictures 
of sonograms to group chats. Doctors will point to X-rays or biopsy 
results when communicating with their patients. Advertisements 
for diets, medication, or supplements will show rendered images 
of muscles and tissue, arteries and lungs. This omnipresence of 
anatomical visualizations is part of the superstructure of a data 
culture that has very specifc epistemic conceptions of information 
and objectivity, that builds of a centuries-long empirical and tech-
nological project towards systematizing the structures of the body, 
and an equally long project of using persuasion and communication 
to convince audiences of the utility of all of this resulting data. 

Much as one may like to believe that history traces a straight 
line of continuous novelty and innovation, our investigation into 
anatomical visualization found echoes of visual forms and genres 
across space and time, repurposed to serve new agendas. Visu-
alizations of anatomy, imaging, or disease data refect their con-
temporary sociopolitical milieux, and are only the latest in a long 
historical lineage of attempts at visual sense-making. These cur-
rents are unstable: the cultures of data, production, and circulation 
were diferent in Galen’s time, just as they were for Gray, and will 
be diferent for the next generation of visualization designers. Un-
derstanding a visualization, let alone authoring a successful one, 
requires an awareness of these sociopolitical currents. 
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